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Abstract
Extant literature suggests that authentic and fictitious online reviews could be distinguished by leveraging on their textual
characteristics. However, nuances in textual differences between authentic and fictitious reviews across different categories of
hotels remain largely unknown. Therefore, this paper analyzes textual differences between authentic and fictitious reviews across
three hotel categories, namely, luxury, budget and mid-range. It leverages on four possible textual characteristics—
comprehensibility, specificity, exaggeration and negligence—that could offer clues to ascertain review authenticity. Using a dataset
of 1,800 reviews (900 authentic + 900 fictitious), the results suggest that differences between authentic and fictitious reviews are
largely inconsistent across hotel categories. This generally points to the difficulties in ascertaining review authenticity, which in turn
offer implications for both research and practice.
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1. Introduction
With the rise of online communities, the volume of electronic word-of-mouth communication has increased
dramatically. One of the popular genres of such communication takes the form of online hotel reviews, which are
believed to report actual lodging experiences [1]. It is no surprise that potential travellers regularly turn to reviews to
make booking decisions [2, 3, 4].
However, the Internet allows anyone—both bona fide and phoney alike—to submit reviews. Legitimate users can
easily share their post-stay experience in hotels. It is equally easy for businesses to hire spammers to post fictitious
reviews with the ulterior motive of gaining unfair edge over their rivals. Since fictitious reviews are written purposely to
resemble authentic ones, users find it difficult to distinguish between the two [5, 6, 7].
To tackle this problem, scholars have mostly attempted to differentiate authentic from fictitious reviews by
leveraging on their textual differences [6, 8, 9]. This is because texts written based on real experiences are likely to
differ from those hinged on imagination [10, 11, 12]. Nevertheless, both theoretical and methodological research gaps
persist.
On the theoretical front, extant literature lacks an overarching understanding of textual differences between authentic
and fictitious reviews. For example, while [8] studied the use of superlatives in reviews, the level of details that offers
clues to discern authenticity was ignored [13]. Conversely, while [14] studied the level of details in authentic and
fictitious reviews, the resemblance of cover-up that offers tell-tale signs to infer authenticity was overlooked [12].
Hence, it is important to incorporate various aspects of textual characteristics to holistically identify the differences
between authentic and fictitious reviews.
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On the methodological front, the textual characteristics used in prior studies to distinguish between authentic and
fictitious reviews have not always been operationalized exhaustively. For example, [8] quantified comprehensibility of
reviews as average word length without taking into account proxies such as text readability [15]. Likewise, [14]
measured specificity by relying on the proportions of various parts-of-speech (POS) used in reviews but overlooked
measures such as the use of spatial and temporal words [16]. Hence, the research gaps in extant literature call for a more
exhaustive operationalization of textual characteristics to distinguish between authentic and fictitious reviews.
Additionally, related studies have mostly confined their datasets to reviews for popular hotels, and specifically,
luxury properties. For example, [8] analyzed reviews for a Mariott hotel in the United States, while [6] studied entries
for hotels in Chicago that were rated most highly in TripAdvisor. To glean nuanced perspectives, it is necessary to
expand the scope of data collection to encompass various hotel categories such as luxury, budget and mid-range. This is
because different hotel categories elicit different levels of expectation. In fact, the extent to which travellers’ experience
meets expectation is largely a function of hotel categories [17, 18, 19]. The writing style of reviews by both travellers as
well as spammers could vary across luxury, budget and mid-range hotels.
Therefore, this paper seeks to predict authenticity of reviews using four textual characteristics, namely,
comprehensibility, specificity, exaggeration and negligence. Comprehensibility refers to the reading ease of reviews.
Specificity denotes the level of details in reviews. Exaggeration is a measure of hyperbolic tone used in reviews.
Negligence points to indicators of cognitive load in reviews. Efforts were made to operationalize these textual
characteristics as exhaustively as possible while avoiding redundancy. To delve deeper, the paper examines textual
differences between authentic and fictitious reviews separately for luxury, budget as well as mid-range hotels. A total of
1,800 reviews (900 authentic + 900 fictitious) evenly distributed across the three hotel categories was used for
investigation.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. The next section reviews the literature, which is followed by the research
methods. The results are presented next followed by a discussion. The paper concludes by highlighting its contributions,
limitations and future research directions.

2. Literature review
Prior studies that relied on textual measures to distinguish between authentic and fictitious information could be
clustered into four major themes. These include comprehensibility, specificity, exaggeration and negligence. Studies on
comprehensibility used textual measures such as “readability” [14: p. 502] and “sentence length” [20: p. 145]. Those
related to specificity often conducted “genre identification [informative or imaginative]” [6: p. 310] or analyzed the use
of “details” [21: p. 77]. Studies dealing with exaggeration used textual measures such as the use of “sentiment [positive
or negative]” [22: p. 90] or “punctuations” [23: p. 465]. Finally, those pertaining to negligence tested the fraction of
“filler words” [24: p. 190] or “tentative constructions” [21: p. 114]. However, these textual characteristics have seldom
been conceptualized collectively to distinguish between authentic and fictitious reviews. They are further elaborated as
follows.

2.1. Comprehensibility
Comprehensibility refers to the extent to which reviews are clear and easy to understand [15]. Differences between
authentic and fictitious reviews in terms of comprehensibility represent a double-edged sword. On the one hand,
authentic reviews could be less comprehensible than fictitious ones because writing the former is cognitively easier [10,
25]. Individuals writing freely tend to use more sophisticated language than those writing under cognitively demanding
conditions [26]. On the other hand, fictitious reviews could be less comprehensible than authentic ones because
simplistic reviews are often considered incredulous [15]. Fictitious reviews might be purposely written using
sophisticated language hoping that grandiloquence would lend credibility [8]. Therefore, the following research question
(RQ) is presented:
 RQ 1: How do authentic reviews differ from fictitious ones in terms of comprehensibility across luxury, budget
and mid-range hotels?
For the purpose of this paper, comprehensibility covers three sub-dimensions that include readability, word
familiarity and structural features. Readability measures the effort and expertise required to grasp the meaning of
reviews [27]. Word familiarity denotes the degree to which reviews use words that are easy to recognize [28]. Structural
features refer to surface-level characteristics of reviews such as number of words, and number of long words [29].
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Readable reviews with high word familiarity that are not overly verbose and those that use long words sparingly tend to
enhance comprehensibility.

2.2. Specificity
Specificity refers to the extent of details indicated in reviews [13]. There are two competing views on the ways
specificity of authentic and fictitious reviews might differ. The first holds that authentic reviews are more specific than
fictitious ones because they are simply accounts of what has been experienced in reality [25]. The second view however
suggests that fictitious reviews are more specific compared with authentic ones. This is because fictitious reviews,
which are written without real experiences, could be over-compensated through concocted details [30]. Therefore, the
following RQ is presented:
 RQ 2: How do authentic reviews differ from fictitious ones in terms of specificity across luxury, budget and
mid-range hotels?
For the purpose of this paper, specificity covers four sub-dimensions that include informativeness, perceptual details,
contextual details and lexical features. Informativeness refers to the richness of content in reviews [31]. Perceptual
details indicate the degree to which reviews contain words that are used to convey a visceral experience [32]. Contextual
details measure the extent to which reviews make spatial and temporal references [33]. Lexical features include wordlevel characteristics of reviews such as lexical diversity [34]. Informative reviews rich in perceptual as well as
contextual details and those that are lexically rich tend to enhance specificity.

2.3. Exaggeration
Exaggeration refers to the ways specific types of words are used to construct sentences in reviews convincingly [35].
Differences between authentic and fictitious reviews in terms of exaggeration stem from the use of rhetorical strategies.
Authentic reviews could resemble innocuous opinion-sharing entries written without intending to prove a point. In
contrast, fictitious reviews could resemble attention-seeking entries written with an added conviction [8, 20, 36].
However, recent research suggests that fictitious reviews might be articulated with adequate guile to resemble authentic
entries [14]. Therefore, the following RQ is presented:
 RQ 3: How do authentic reviews differ from fictitious ones in terms of exaggeration across luxury, budget and
mid-range hotels?
For the purpose of this paper, exaggeration covers four sub-dimensions that include affective cues, tenses, emphases
and punctuations. Affective cues refer to the use of emotion words that are used to create a lasting impression [36].
Tenses indicate the temporal focus of reviews [16]. A higher proportion of present or future tense than past tense in
reviews suggests experiences that are likely to persist now or re-appear later [37]. Emphases through the use of
rhetorical devices such as upper-case characters denote the hyperbolic nature of reviews [8]. Punctuations such as
question marks and exclamation marks also tend to convey exaggeration [23].

2.4. Negligence
Negligence refers to cues that leak out due to the cognitive challenges involved in writing fictitious reviews [38].
Writing fictitious reviews is cognitively more challenging than writing authentic entries [10, 25]. Individuals writing
fictitious reviews could get aroused psychologically. The heightened arousal, which is difficult to mask [39], could lead
to the emanation of negligence cues in two ways. One, it might prevent individuals from writing fictitious reviews
sincerely. Alternatively, it could sub-consciously entice them to go overboard in an attempt to cover-up. Both of these
result in the leakage of cues which could be detected [12]. Therefore, the following RQ is presented:
 RQ 4: How do authentic reviews differ from fictitious ones in terms of negligence across luxury, budget and
mid-range hotels?
For the purpose of this paper, negligence covers three sub-dimensions that include self-references, uncertainty cues
and cognitive cues. Self-references reflect the degree of psychological immediacy expressed in reviews. They could be
used less in fictitious reviews than authentic ones to reduce accountability [16]. Uncertainty cues connote a lack of
conviction in reviews [40]. Cognitive cues refer to the degree of mental processing involved in writing reviews [16].
The four textual characteristics to distinguish between authentic and fictitious reviews, namely, comprehensibility,
specificity, exaggeration and negligence, along with their sub-dimensions are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The four textual characteristics to distinguish between authentic and fictitious reviews.

Textual characteristics

Sub-dimensions

References

Comprehensibility

Readability
Word familiarity
Structural features
Informativeness
Perceptual details
Contextual details
Lexical features
Affective cues
Tenses
Emphases
Punctuations
Self-references
Uncertainty cues
Cognitive cues

[27]
[28]
[29]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[36]
[16]
[8]
[23]
[16]
[40]
[16]

Specificity

Exaggeration

Negligence

3. Research Methods
3.1. Data sources for authentic Reviews
Identification of data sources for authentic reviews involved two steps: selecting authenticated review websites, and
selecting hotels. The first step required selecting websites that only accept entries from bona fide travellers. Such entries
are guaranteed to have been written after post-stay experience in hotels. For this purpose, the top 10 travel websites
based on Alexa’s user traffic statistics1 were short-listed for selection on February 28, 2013. These included Agoda.com,
Booking.com, Expedia.com, Hotels.com, Kayak.com, Priceline.com, Southwest.com, TripAdvisor.com, United.com and
Xe.com. Among these, six authenticated review websites included Agoda.com, Booking.com, Expedia.com,
Hotels.com, Kayak.com and Priceline.com. However, not all offered comparable functionalities. While some solicited
reviews as a combination of titles and descriptions, others sought only descriptions. To account for greater textual
nuances, this paper relied on reviews containing titles as well as descriptions since both components play crucial
communicative roles in reviews [41]. Hence, review websites that do not have the provision for submitting titles,
namely, Booking.com, Kayak.com and Priceline.com, were excluded. The remaining three review websites, namely,
Agoda.com, Expedia.com and Hotels.com, were selected.
The second step required selecting hotels that attract large volumes of authentic reviews. This would ensure an
adequate number of entries from which authentic reviews could be admitted into the dataset. Hotels located in five
popular tourist destinations within Asia—Bangkok, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore and Tokyo—were chosen.
Specifically, from each tourist destination, three properties that attract numerous reviews in the selected websites were
randomly identified to yield a list of 15 hotels (5 tourist destinations x 3 hotels). Each set of three properties comprised a
luxury hotel, a budget hotel, and a mid-range hotel. Thus, the identified list of hotels comprised five luxury hotels, five
budget hotels, and five mid-range hotels. All hotels had attracted more than 1,000 reviews cumulatively across the
selected websites. The validity of categorizing hotels as luxury, budget or mid-range was ensured through a twopronged strategy. One, the hotels had to feature in all the three selected websites. Two, their hotel categories had to
match consistently across the three websites. Four or five star-rated properties were deemed as luxury hotels, one or two
star-rated properties were deemed as budget hotels, and three star-rated properties were deemed as mid-range hotels.

3.2. Collection of authentic reviews
For each of the 15 selected hotels (5 luxury + 5 budget + 5 mid-range), a total of 60 authentic reviews (20 positive + 20
negative + 20 moderate) were collected to yield 900 entries altogether (15 hotels x 60 reviews). The reviews uniformly
straddled across the three sentiments—positive, negative and moderate—to enhance generalizability of the study [7].
Sentiments expressed in reviews are often found correlated with ratings albeit weakly [42, 43]. Hence, informed by the
approaches used in prior studies [44, 45], review sentiments were ascertained based on the polarity of review ratings.
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Specifically, Expedia.com and Hotels.com use a 5-point rating scale, whereas Agoda.com employs a 10-point rating
scale. Scales that differ in their ranges cannot be linearly interpolated [46]. In other words, a rating of 1 on a 5-point
scale is not necessarily 2 on a 10-point scale [47]. To make ratings from the three websites comparable to one another,
the rescaling approach of [48] was utilized in ascertaining review sentiments.
Authentic reviews were admitted into the dataset based on four criteria. First, they had to be posted as recently as
possible. Second, both titles and descriptions of reviews had to contain meaningful English text. Third, descriptions of
reviews had to be at least more than 150 characters in length to allow for a meaningful analysis [6]. Fourth, the reviews’
contributors had to disclose their country of origin.
For each review, data from the following fields were collected: numerical rating, title, description, and contributors’
country of origin. The 900 authentic reviews were contributed by bona fide travellers from across the four major
geographical regions of the world in the following proportions: 71 from America, 730 from Asia Pacific, 88 from
Europe, and 11 from Middle East as well as Africa. It was necessary to track this so that similar proportions could also
be created in the corpus of fictitious reviews.

3.3. Collection of fictitious reviews
Fictitious reviews were solicited from participants who had no prior experience of staying in the selected hotels. Over
400 participants were recruited via convenient sampling and snowballing while keeping in mind the proportions of
authentic reviews obtained from the four major geographical regions. Adequate efforts were made to ensure that the
proportions of contributors’ country of origin in the fictitious reviews was comparable to those in the authentic entries.
This would help to control for cultural differences in writing style, thus facilitating a fair investigation.
All participants aged 21 to 45 years, and were either undergraduate students or possessed graduate degrees. After all,
reviews are mostly written by young and educated individuals [49]. Moreover, they were regular readers or contributors
of review websites, and had travel experience during the last year.
The instruction given to participants for writing fictitious reviews was informed by prior studies [6, 8]. Participants
could choose to write at most six realistic but fictitious reviews for six different hotels, whose website URLs were
provided. Some participants were instructed to write positive reviews, some were asked to submit negative reviews,
while the rest were required to contribute moderate entries. All reviews had to be in English, with meaningful titles and
meaningful descriptions of at least 150 characters.
After collecting fictitious reviews for a period of more than six months, a total of some 950 reviews were obtained.
All the reviews were manually inspected to ensure that they were meaningful. Of these, 900 fictitious reviews (15 hotels
x 60 reviews) evenly spread across the 15 identified hotels as well as positive, negative and moderate sentiments were
randomly admitted into the dataset by ensuring maximal comparability with the authentic entries in terms of
contributors’ country of origin. Specifically, based on participants’ country of origin, the 900 fictitious reviews
submitted from the four major geographical regions of the world were in the following proportions: 69 from America,
732 from Asia Pacific, 85 from Europe, and 14 from Middle East and Africa. The corpus of authentic reviews and that
of fictitious reviews contained comparable proportions of entries submitted by individuals from the four geographical
regions. This helped to control for differences in writing style—that might stem from cultural differences—as much as
possible, thereby affording a fair comparison between the two corpora.

3.4. Measures of the textual characteristics
With respect to comprehensibility, readability is commonly measured using indicators such as Automated-Readability
Index, Coleman-Liau Index, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, Gunning-Fog Index, Lasbarhets Index, and Rate Index [15,
50, 51, 52]. Lower values of the indicators suggest more readable reviews. To incorporate the merits of the six
indicators [15], they were averaged to create a composite variable (henceforth, mean readability index). For word
familiarity, each word in reviews was compared against the Dale-Chall lexicon of familiar words to measure the
proportion of easily-recognizable words [28]. Structural features were measured as the number of characters per word,
number of words, fraction of words with 10 or more characters (henceforth, long words), and number of words per
sentence [8, 20, 22, 29].
With respect to specificity, informativeness was measured based on the proportion of the following eight POS tags:
nouns, adjectives, prepositions, articles, conjunctions, verbs, adverbs, and pronouns. In informative texts, the first four
are generally abundant, and the next four generally scanty [6, 16, 31]. Perceptual details were measured as the
proportion of words in reviews that connote visual (e.g., view), aural (e.g., listen), and feeling (e.g., touch) perceptions
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[10, 33]. Contextual details were measured based on the fraction of spatial (e.g., down), and temporal (e.g., until) words
[12, 53]. Lexical features entailed lexical diversity, emotiveness, and proportion of function words [8, 16, 54].
With respect to exaggeration, the use of affective words was measured as the fraction of positive emotion (e.g., nice),
and negative emotion (e.g., ugly) words [8, 55]. Tenses were measured as the fraction of past, present and future tense
words used in reviews [16, 37]. Emphases were operationalized in terms of the proportion of firm words (e.g., always),
fraction of upper case characters, and references to the hotel name (henceforth, brand references) [8, 16]. Punctuations
were measured in terms of the use of ellipses, emoticons, exclamation marks, question marks, and all punctuations used
in reviews [20, 23, 56, 57].
With respect to negligence, self-references were measured as the fraction of first person singular (e.g., I), and plural
(e.g., we) words [30]. Uncertainty cues were measured as the proportion of modal verbs (e.g., could), filler words (e.g.,
you know), and tentative words (e.g., perhaps) [54, 58]. Cognitive cues were operationalized based on the fraction of
causal (e.g., because), insight (e.g., think), motion (e.g., arrive), and exclusion (e.g., without) words [25, 59, 60].
As shown in Table 2, the textual characteristics were measured using a total of 44 variables (6 for comprehensibility
+ 16 for specificity + 13 for exaggeration + 9 for negligence). These were calculated separately for titles and
descriptions of all the 1,800 reviews in the dataset (900 authentic + 900 fictitious) using the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) tool [61], Stanford Parser’s POS tagger [62], as well as some custom-developed Java programs.

3.5. Data analysis
The statistical procedure of logistic regression was used for data analysis. It is appropriate when a problem involves a
dichotomous dependent variable, and a set of either continuous or categorical predictor variables. It allows assessing the
extent to which the set of predictor variables explains or predicts the categorical dependent variable [63, 64, 65].
In this paper, the dependent variable was review authenticity, which was dichotomous in nature (1 = authentic, 0 =
fictitious). The textual measures of comprehensibility, specificity, exaggeration and negligence were the predictor
variables, all of which were continuous. Therefore, using logistic regression was appropriate. Specifically, it modelled
the log odds of a review being authentic versus it being fictitious [63, 66].
For review titles, only 40 of the 44 variables (cf. Table 2) were used as predictors. Mean readability (variable #1),
and number of words per sentence (variable #6) depend on sentence counts. However, review titles rarely contain
sentences. Moreover, ellipses (variable #31), and emoticons (variable #32) in review titles yielded few occurrences in
the dataset. On the other hand, for review descriptions, 43 of the 44 variables were used as predictors. The use of
emoticons (variable #32) was excluded as it yielded few occurrences in the dataset.
Thus, the logistic regression analysis used a total of 83 textual measures (40 for titles + 43 for descriptions) to predict
the dichotomous dependent variable review authenticity. The analysis was repeated thrice for luxury, budget and midrange hotels. All analyses were conducted using the SPSS (v21) software. A p-value of 0.05 or less was used as the
threshold for statistical significance. The overall performance of the model was checked using the χ2 statistic, statistical
significance, deviance and pseudo-R2 values. To delve deeper, the relationship between each predictor variable and
review authenticity was checked in terms of odds ratio [64, 67]. Such an approach is widely documented in prior studies
[66, 68, 69].
Logistic regression is however sensitive to overly high correlations among predictor variables—a condition known as
multicollinearity [64]. To check for possible multicollinearity, the pair-wise inter-correlations among the predictor
variables were examined prior to the analyses. All values were less than 0.80, suggesting that multicollinearity was not a
concern [70, 71].

4. Results
The logistic regression model demonstrated promising results in distinguishing between authentic and fictitious reviews
for luxury (χ2 = 309.27, p < 0.001, Deviance = 522.51, Pseudo-R2 = 53.70%), budget (χ2 = 346.64, p < 0.001, Deviance
= 485.14, Pseudo-R2 = 58.50%), as well as mid-range hotels (χ2 = 295.57, p < 0.001, Deviance = 535.21, Pseudo-R2 =
52.00%). The model accounting for over 50% variability in the outcome variable points to its robustness. After all,
research on user-generated content often yields much lower R2 values [72, 73].
The likelihood ratio tests for the predictors with statistically significant odds ratio—Exp(β)—in distinguishing
between authentic and fictitious reviews across luxury, budget and mid-range hotels are presented below (cf. Table 3).
For luxury hotels, titles of authentic reviews differed significantly from those of fictitious ones in terms of four
predictors. Specifically, the former was richer in nouns (Exp(β) = 1.02, p < 0.05), but contained fewer firm words
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(Exp(β) = 0.90, p < 0.01), brand references (Exp(β) = 0.26, p < 0.05), and exclamation marks (Exp(β) = 0.93, p <
0.001). Besides, descriptions of authentic reviews differed significantly from those of fictitious ones in terms of five
predictors. In particular, the former was richer in future tense (Exp(β) = 1.92, p < 0.01), but contained fewer pronouns
(Exp(β) = 0.90, p < 0.05), visual words (Exp(β) = 0.80, p < 0.05), firm words (Exp(β) = 0.85, p < 0.05), and first person
singular words (Exp(β) = 0.85, p < 0.05).
Table 2. Measures of the textual characteristics.

Textual characteristics

Sub-dimensions

Variables

References

Comprehensibility

Readability
Word familiarity
Structural features

[15]
[28]
[8, 20, 22, 29]

Specificity

Informativeness

(1) Mean readability index
(2) Dale-Chall words
(3) Characters per word
(4) Words
(5) Long words
(6) Words per sentence
(7) Nouns
(8) Adjectives
(9) Prepositions
(10) Articles
(11) Conjunctions
(12) Verbs
(13) Adverbs
(14) Pronouns
(15) Visual perceptions
(16) Aural perceptions
(17) Feeling perceptions
(18) Spatial words
(19) Temporal words
(20) Lexical diversity
(21) Emotiveness
(22) Function words
(23) Positive emotion words
(24) Negative emotion words
(25) Past tense
(26) Present tense
(27) Future tense
(28) Firm words
(29) Upper case characters
(30) Brand References
(31) Ellipses
(32) Emoticons
(33) Exclamation marks
(34) Question marks
(35) All punctuations
(36) First person singular words
(37) First person plural words
(38) Modal verbs
(39) Filler words
(40) Tentative words
(41) Causal words
(42) Insight words
(43) Motion words
(44) Exclusion words

Perceptual details

Contextual details
Lexical features

Exaggeration

Affective cues
Tenses

Emphases

Punctuations

Negligence

Self-references
Uncertainty cues

Cognitive cues

[6, 16, 31]

[10, 33]

[12, 53]
[8, 16, 54]

[8, 55]
[16, 37]

[8, 16]

[20, 23, 56, 57]

[30]
[54, 58]

[25, 59, 60]

For budget hotels, titles of authentic reviews differed significantly from those of fictitious ones in terms of 13
predictors. Specifically, the former was lengthier (Exp(β) = 1.19, p < 0.05) with more nouns (Exp(β) = 1.02, p < 0.05),
prepositions (Exp(β) = 1.08, p < 0.05), adverbs (Exp(β) = 1.07, p < 0.05), spatial words (Exp(β) = 1.03, p < 0.05),
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temporal words (Exp(β) = 1.05, p < 0.05), positive emotion words (Exp(β) = 1.03, p < 0.05), causal words (Exp(β) =
1.22, p < 0.01), and exclusion words (Exp(β) = 1.08, p < 0.01), but with fewer function words (Exp(β) = 0.94, p < 0.05),
exclamation marks (Exp(β) = 0.85, p < 0.001), modal verbs (Exp(β) = 0.83, p < 0.01), and insight words (Exp(β) = 0.90,
p < 0.05). Besides, descriptions of authentic reviews differed significantly from those of fictitious ones in terms of nine
predictors. In particular, the former was richer in temporal words (Exp(β) = 1.10, p < 0.05), causal words (Exp(β) =
1.16, p < 0.05), and exclusion words (Exp(β) = 1.13, p < 0.05), but contained fewer articles (Exp(β) = 0.82, p < 0.001),
visual words (Exp(β) = 0.73, p < 0.05), brand references (Exp(β) = 0.50, p < 0.05), first person singular words (Exp(β) =
0.72, p < 0.001), first person plural words (Exp(β) = 0.86, p < 0.05), and tentative words (Exp(β) = 0.82, p < 0.05).
For mid-range hotels, titles of authentic reviews differed significantly from those of fictitious ones in terms of seven
predictors. Specifically, the former was lengthier (Exp(β) = 1.32, p < 0.01) with more nouns (Exp(β) = 1.02, p < 0.01),
spatial words (Exp(β) = 1.05, p < 0.001), temporal words (Exp(β) = 1.07, p < 0.01), and positive emotion words (Exp(β)
= 1.04, p < 0.01), but with fewer brand references (Exp(β) = 0.44, p < 0.01), and exclamation marks (Exp(β) = 0.90, p <
0.001). Besides, descriptions of authentic reviews differed significantly from those of fictitious ones in terms of six
predictors. In particular, the former was richer in verbs (Exp(β) = 1.28, p < 0.05), and exclusion words (Exp(β) = 1.14, p
< 0.05), but contained fewer adjectives (Exp(β) = 0.75, p < 0.05), negative emotion words (Exp(β) = 0.80, p < 0.01),
past tense (Exp(β) = 0.80, p < 0.05), and brand references (Exp(β) = 0.43, p < 0.01).
Interestingly, budget hotels showed the most number of significant variables in distinguishing between authentic and
fictitious reviews (13 + 9 = 22), followed by mid-range hotels (7 + 6 = 13), and luxury hotels (4 + 5 = 9). This suggests
that reviews for budget hotels offer most opportunities to detect differences between authentic and fictitious entries,
whereas those for luxury hotels lie at the opposite end of the spectrum. Furthermore, statistically significant predictor
variables corresponding to titles (13 + 7 + 4 = 24) outnumbered those related to descriptions (9 + 6 + 5 = 20) of reviews
across all hotel categories. Review titles probably offer more chances to detect differences between authentic and
fictitious entries compared with review descriptions.

5. Discussion
The paper gleans four findings from Table 3 corresponding to the four textual characteristics, each discussed separately
in terms of titles and descriptions. First, in terms of comprehensibility, titles of authentic reviews for budget and midrange hotels were lengthier than their fictitious counterparts. A possible explanation is that individuals writing fictitious
text often refrain from providing verbose entries so that little cues for detection are emanated [74]. Therefore, titles of
these fictitious reviews were perhaps short. Such a difference in titles between authentic and fictitious reviews was
however not observed for luxury hotels.
Differences in comprehensibility of review descriptions between authentic and fictitious entries were blurred
regardless of hotel categories. Prior studies suggested mixed possibilities on how comprehensibility of authentic and
fictitious reviews could differ [15, 25, 26]. While some posited authentic reviews to be more comprehensible, others
expected the converse to be true. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this study is one of the earliest to
empirically analyze comprehensibility using a wide range of measures that includes multiple readability indicators,
word familiarity, and several structural features. The findings suggest that comprehensibility of review descriptions
might not be a useful textual characteristic to distinguish between authentic and fictitious reviews.
Second, in terms of specificity, titles of authentic reviews were richer in nouns than those of fictitious entries
regardless of hotel categories. Nouns rank among the most content-rich word categories [34], which were expectedly
abundant in the former. After all, authentic reviews written after real experiences could be more content-rich than
fictitious entries [10, 12]. For budget and mid-range hotels, titles of authentic reviews were richer in spatial as well as
temporal words compared with those of fictitious entries. This rendered the former more contextually detailed [33].
Authentic reviews, which are supposedly informative, could be rich in prepositions with limited function words [31].
This was evident in titles of authentic reviews only for budget hotels. Contrary to literature however [16, 31], they were
found to contain more adverbs than titles of fictitious reviews.
Differences in specificity of review descriptions between authentic and fictitious entries were largely inconsistent
across the three hotel categories. For luxury hotels, authentic reviews were scantier in pronouns and visual words vis-àvis fictitious ones. For budget hotels, authentic reviews contained more temporal words but fewer articles and visual
words than fictitious ones. For mid-range hotels, authentic reviews contained more verbs but fewer adjectives compared
with fictitious ones. Among POS tags, prior research suggests that authentic reviews might be richer in nouns,
adjectives, prepositions, and articles yet containing fewer conjunctions, verbs, adverbs, and pronouns compared with
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fictitious entries [6, 16, 31, 55]. However, such differences were largely blurred. Moreover, perceptual details in the
form of visual words seem to be easily concocted in fictitious reviews to resemble authentic ones.
Table 3. Odds ratio for the predictors to distinguish between authentic and fictitious reviews.

Measures

Luxury hotels
Titles
Descriptions

Comprehensibility
Words
1.12
Specificity
Nouns
1.02*
Adjectives
1.00
Prepositions
0.98
Articles
1.00
Verbs
1.07
Adverbs
1.01
Pronouns
1.00
Visual words
0.98
Spatial words
1.01
Temporal words
1.03
Function words
1.00
Exaggeration
Positive emotion words
1.02
Negative emotion words
1.01
Past tense
0.94
Future tense
0.95
Firm words
0.90**
Brand references
0.26*
Exclamation marks
0.93***
Negligence
First person singular words
1.03
First person plural words
0.98
Modal verbs
0.97
Tentative words
0.98
Causal words
1.04
Insight words
1.03
Exclusion words
1.02
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

Titles

Budget hotels
Descriptions

Titles

Mid-range hotels
Descriptions

1.00

1.19*

1.00

1.32**

1.00

1.06
0.83
0.98
0.90
0.96
0.88
0.90*
0.80*
1.02
0.99
0.95

1.02*
1.00
1.08*
1.01
0.98
1.07*
1.03
0.99
1.03*
1.05*
0.94*

1.10
0.88
0.99
0.82***
0.99
0.83
0.95
0.73*
1.01
1.10*
1.07

1.02**
1.01
0.99
0.99
0.84
0.98
1.01
1.10
1.05***
1.07**
1.01

1.07
0.75*
1.02
0.94
1.28*
0.83
0.94
1.11
0.99
1.06
0.99

0.99
1.04
1.05
1.92**
0.85*
0.93
1.06

1.03*
0.99
1.03
1.09
0.98
1.64
0.85***

1.03
1.06
0.96
1.29
0.93
0.50*
0.87

1.04**
0.97
1.19
1.19
0.96
0.44**
0.90***

0.97
0.80**
0.80*
0.93
0.96
0.43**
0.96

0.85*
0.99
1.05
0.89
1.07
1.07
0.99

1.06
0.89
0.83**
0.95
1.22**
0.90*
1.08**

0.72***
0.86*
1.03
0.82**
1.16*
0.98
1.13*

0.94
0.21
0.94
0.98
1.00
1.01
1.04

0.91
0.89
0.88
0.95
1.14
0.99
1.14*

Third, in terms of exaggeration, titles of authentic reviews contained fewer exclamation marks than those of fictitious
ones regardless of hotel categories. As suggested in prior research [23], punctuations seem to offer tell-tale signs to
predict authenticity. Additionally, brand references were scanty in titles of authentic reviews for luxury and mid-range
hotels. Those for budget and mid-range hotels were replete with positive emotion words. Besides, consistent with
expectation [16], titles of authentic reviews for luxury hotels contained fewer firm words compared with those of
fictitious entries.
Review descriptions of authentic reviews contained fewer brand references vis-à-vis their fictitious counterparts for
budget and mid-range hotels. Although [8] obtained such a finding for luxury hotels, this paper does not find a similar
trend. Apart from the use of brand references, no other measure of exaggeration could differentiate between descriptions
of authentic and fictitious reviews for budget hotels. Nonetheless, authentic reviews for luxury hotels contained more
future tense words and fewer firm words, whereas those for mid-range hotels included fewer negative emotion words
and past tense compared with their fictitious counterparts.
Fourth, in terms of negligence, titles of authentic and fictitious reviews differed only for budget hotels. Consistent
with the literature [16, 25, 29], authentic reviews contained more exclusion words but fewer modal verbs and insight
words vis-à-vis fictitious entries. However, contrary to prior studies [16], authentic reviews contained more causal
words than fictitious entries did. This again serves as growing evidence that it is hardly challenging to write fictitious
reviews that resemble authentic ones [7, 14].
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Differences in negligence of review descriptions between authentic and fictitious entries were largely inconsistent
across the three hotel categories. For luxury hotels, authentic reviews contained fewer first person singular words
compared with fictitious entries. For budget hotels, authentic reviews included more causal and exclusion words but
with fewer first person singular as well as plural words, and tentative words vis-à-vis fictitious ones. For mid-range
hotels, authentic reviews contained more exclusion words than fictitious entries. The result that authentic reviews were
fraught with causal words was an aberration from prior research [16]. Even though authentic reviews are expected to
contain fewer cognitive cues than fictitious entries, the former could still be richer in causal words. This suggests that
authentic reviews might not always reflect the ideal properties of authentic texts. Herein lies the conundrum of reviews
in general. While fictitious reviews are usually written deliberately to pass off as authentic, some authentic reviews
could be mistakenly thought of as being fictitious.

6. Conclusion
This paper analyzed textual differences between authentic and fictitious reviews across luxury, budget as well as midrange hotels. Four textual characteristics were considered, namely, comprehensibility, specificity, exaggeration and
negligence. The differences between authentic and fictitious reviews emerged as being largely inconsistent across hotel
categories.
The paper contributes in three ways. First, it represents one of the earliest attempts to analyze differences between
authentic and fictitious reviews—comprising titles and descriptions—separately across luxury, budget as well as midrange hotels. The motivation for such an analysis was based on the premise that the differences might not necessarily be
consistent across hotel categories [17]. The results generally lend support for the premise, thereby confirming the merit
of the approach. Additionally, the paper dovetails prior studies [8, 14] by presenting a comprehensive set of measures to
operationalize comprehensibility, specificity, exaggeration and negligence.
Second, this paper finds that the number of variables that significantly distinguished between authentic and fictitious
reviews was the least for luxury hotels among the hotel categories. Interestingly, related prior studies have mostly
looked into reviews for luxury hotels [6, 7, 8, 55]. This creepy coincidence raises question on whether scholars, by
publishing their results, are making it easier for spammers to write authentic-like fictitious reviews. It is certainly
plausible to learn from such results, and tweak strategies of writing fictitious reviews in order to pass them off as
authentic. It is unfortunate that even though scholars had been grappling with the problem of review authenticity, their
efforts apparently have a huge potential to boomerang. As fictitious reviews could be written by crafting new devious
strategies to game the system, research always seems to be playing the catch-up.
Third, this paper exposes the conundrum of reviews on the Internet. Despite being widely used for purchase decisionmaking [2, 3, 4], reviews need to be taken with a pinch of salt. This is because of the growing prevalence of authenticlike fictitious reviews, which are often the by-products of paid marketing lies. Furthermore, the differences between
authentic and fictitious reviews could be disparate across various types of products or services. This makes it almost
impossible for both computational algorithms as wells as humans to devise standardized fool-proof strategies to discern
review authenticity. Perhaps, there exists no easy solution to address this stubborn problem. Nonetheless, a baby step
involves websites allowing submission of reviews only after bona fide transactions. Even then, it could still be a
challenge to ensure that such entries honestly describe truthful experiences. In the long run, regulators need to seriously
consider developing stringent cyber laws and industry codes to curb the extent to which businesses could engage in
review fakery [75].
There are four major limitations in this paper. First, it analyzed review authenticity for hotels located in five tourist
destinations within Asia. Caution needs to be exercised in generalizing the findings to reviews for hotels located in other
tourist destinations. Second, even though participants were asked to write fictitious reviews with instructions informed
by prior studies [6, 8], the extent to which they were motivated and capable to do the task in the first place could not be
verified. Third, this paper conducted the textual analysis of authentic and fictitious reviews without taking noise in the
texts into account. In any way, most analysis such as POS tagging is known to be “relatively robust regarding noisy
texts” [76: p. 904]. Fourth, this paper textually analyzed authentic and fictitious reviews that were written only in
English. Hence, these findings are not intended to be applied to non-English entries.
Nonetheless, this paper offers new research directions. One direction involves investigating the extent to which
textual characteristics of reviews flag off entries as suspicious across different types of websites such as TripAdvisor,
which does not require authentication, and Expedia, which solicits reviews only from bona fide travellers. Such studies
could help identify websites with a relatively superior working model in thwarting fictitious reviews. Another research
direction includes analyzing writing strategies of fictitious reviews across hotel categories. Although much has been
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done on ways to predict authenticity, little efforts have hitherto been invested in studying the process of writing
fictitious reviews. Similar studies could also be replicated for non-English reviews in evaluation of other products and
services to further extend the understanding of authenticity in the domain of electronic word-of-mouth in general.
Notes
1. http://www.alexa.com/topsites/category/Top/Recreation/Travel
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